Love Runs Through It: In the Field with an Artist-Naturalist

A Field Workshop

Walt Anderson
with Bob Ellis

SATURDAY, AUGUST 10, 2019
9:00AM – NOON

Let’s step into nature for connection.

Join Walt Anderson for a field workshop along with NHI’s Program Director Bob Ellis. Walt will connect his art to place — the inspirational Granite Dells.

The workshop begins at the Natural History Institute’s exhibition of Walt’s art and then proceeds to the Granite Dells for a direct experience that will reveal hope and love to be the antidotes to peril and loss. Walt will discuss his approaches to photography, painting, and conservation activism while opening our hearts to the importance of nature.

Registration Cost: $25
Space is limited!

For more information, or to register for the workshop, contact the Natural History Institute:
(928) 863-3232 ~ info@naturalhistoryinstitute.org
126 N. Marina St., Prescott, AZ 86301